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by H rbert E. Ph'llips

Among the present "in" terms of our educatiena

SATEU DO NOT NECESSARILY RERNE-
SINT OFF ICIAL NAT IONAL INSTITUTE Or
gOUCATION POSITION OR POLICY

rg

"needs ass ssment." It creeps into every session, it appears in

even

more significant it is now becoming part of federal and state

laws, regulations, and/or guidelines. No longer can we undertake

any action unless it is based Ton an "assessment of needs."

Needs Assessment is no longer being sugg sted, it is being mandated!

Yet, never has there been a term se universally accepted with so

little known about it th so little written about it! The study

by Dr. Belle Ruth Witkin, of Alemeda County, California, called

"An Analysis of Needs Assessment Techniques for Educational Rlann

is the single greatest source of definitive information.

Precisely, what is a "need". Dr. G. William Porter,- who

recently reviewed the literature, agrees tha_ few seem to have

attempted to define the term. The usual reply to the question is,

"WI, you know!" Probably Roger Kaufman3 came closest when he said

that it is the discrepancy between what is and what should be.

If that is to be accepted as the definition then there are

four distinct steps to be taken: 1) determine what should be

(2) define present conditions (what is), 3) determine which of

the needs are the college's responsibilities, (4) prioritize those

needs for which the college is responsible. In other words, deter-

ne c 'tical needs. A cri ical need, by my definition, is one

which gets into the budget. The third step can be taken only if

the goals and objectives of the college are clearly understood and

nearly all articles having to do with education. What



generally ag eed to--only if the objectives of the institution

are precisely defined.

A college should air_ady have carried out this important :ask

before the first needs assessment. is made.

This can be done in one of several ways: totally "in-house,

by an outside agency such as ETS or Battelle, or from data

gathered fot a state depe t ent determination. This third way,

of course uld use only the da a pertaining to a particular

college. Brevard Community College used ETS I_Ititutional Goals

Inventory. Lake City utilized data from a ide survey

employing the Delphi technique, as many do.

Now how is the assessment of needs to be car ied out? The

most popular methods have been community meetings, public opinion

polls, questionnaires, interviews, and various kinds of surveys.

A more sophisticated method utilizes the critical incident techni-u

If only occupational needs are being assessed, ne spaper ads and

commercial employment agencies' openings are sources often used.

In fact, the Central Florida Consortium tried and abandoned these

as s urces.

Another factor to be c nsidered is who is to furnish the dat-?

The population sampled certainly will determine t_ a large extent

the needs which emerge. Although extensive involvement may be

desirable from a public relations standpoint not many people are

knowledgeable enough to make intelligent contributions. Both

availability and reliability of data must be considered.

Taking all factors into account it would appear that from the

bases of magnitude, availability, and reliability the best informa-

tion would be the voluminous data accumulated by governmental agencies.

-2-
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North Carolina State Unive-sity thrn a federal project called

ED NEEDS4 t ied to find out how these data being used by

educational planners. It was f und that it not only is it not

being used very extensively, most educators don't even know what

is available.

Unfortunately, there have been too many ins ances when a needs

assessment has become the obje-ti-

desires to appear progressive; he

is really

and of iLseif.. The .president

the faculty to zee that he

educational leader; or the guidelines for a proposal

specify a needs assess ent. I always have and always will contend

that a determination of needs is just a part o' a larger process

called "good planning."

According to Kern Alexander,5 of the University of Florida

there are four generally accepted approaches to edueati nal plan-

ning:

1. the cost-benefit approach
2. man-power forecasting
3. social demand approach
4. social objectives approach

Each has its place. Each has its shortcomings.

Cost-benef t is an expression of how supply and demand are

related. Rate of returns analysis does not provide any goals for

supply and demand. ,It gives indicators of desirable "directions

of change "6

It does not take into account the fact that different input-

output combinations will probably ulti ately depend on rel tive

prices and productivity.7

Alexander says18 "Over-all cost benefit analyses, designation

of costs and benefits by program and level of education, and

-3-
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I cost-effici nt anaLyscs arc all important to a balanced

educational planning syst n " Cost-benef t analys should also

be made for the student- how long will it take to

back?

J- his money

The Tar1=122wer forecas in a roach doesn't analyze costs and

benefits. It forecasts future demands in view of needs estimated

f_ om ec-onomie gro th forests. Alone, it isn't effective because

past practices can't accurately forecast future needs. Blaug9

asks f(it- "manpower forecasting with a difference." In-out migr.tion

and changed economic e nditions are very difficult to relate to

these forecasts.

Social demand tells us very litt_e except what occupational

programs will probably attract students. On the basis of enrollment

figures, past experience, drop-out rates, interest surveys, and

other highly unreliable figures we make a "gu- timate" of what we'll

enroll if we have the program.

Mostly this method is one of re-action rather than action.

Soial objectives_ approach depends on creating demand for

programs.

Alexander is of the opinion that "The answri to the planning

dilemma is to employ all four approaches to increase the reliability

of educational planning '1°

There are nearly as many methods as there are approved federal

projects but the method of needs assessment described by Dr. Katie

Tucker contains many aspects of the four approaches to planning.

It uses available current local government data (job bank openings)

to

. _

determine what the occupational needs are at the. moment. It

compares these needs with the current college capabilities (programs



enrollm nts, train7, . manpower available) . it prioritizes thes

needs according to the particular situat on in the area. Then tt.2

de-ision maker determines how critical a flood is by budgeing

not budgeting for itthe acid test of criticality.

in 1972 the Central Florida Needs Assessment Consor ium was

formed. It consists of Central Florida, Lake City, Breva 1, Florida

Junior College at Jacksonville, St. Johns River, Florida Keys, and

Valencia. The University of Florida and Florida State University

are as isting agencie

Until this October this consortium has been financed by Title III
'

the ffigher Education A t. It now operates under contract from

C.E.T.A. to furnish data to Florida's 10 pla ling districts. In the

four years of our existence we have had experience with goals

inventories, questionnaires, using newspaper ads, commercial agencies'

openings, community awareness surveys, and most of the popular asPects

of needs determination. The group decided that the method described

hereafter best fits our needs. It was then field tested on our

largest college, F.J.C. at Jacksonville.

Dr. Katie Tucker, a product of Chipola Junior College, Southern

Mississippi, and Florida State University was engaged as the

executive director. Although she is now employed by the Floria

State Department of Commerce, she still guides our group.

Dr. Tucker describes the below program as it has developed and

and now functions.
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By: Dr. Katie Tucker, p

SymposiuM II

NEEDS A T AND LONGRGE PLANNING

We are liv ng in crucial til f Unit d States.

Prosperity--the theme your generation and my gener -11 has ol

jo- changing into a reces ive state. The concept of

sentor

_7

plenty, ove -abundance, open-ended resources, and the prosperity

y of life for the overwhelming majority is coming to a halt.

For many that were among the prospering employed that

nemployed, prosperity has come to a sc ocching halt. As of

1975, the national figures for unemploy ,,nt are reaching such

dimensions that they are being compared with the trends of the

and an over-supply of workers are indicated in many work areas.

Many econo ic overtones can be obtained from an in-d pth look

h_se data. Many national policy decisions are being made on

future of our country as well. And most of these decisions

impact on education at every level--but especially at the career

preparation level and those institutions concerned with the training

of the people for tbmorro '- jobs. uoation; did the edu ational

training that has transpired over the bicentennial years in hmerica

influence the state of our country? Has education impacted the

economy as it has evolved in any significant way? Did it matt

that education did not begin with an assess ent of what needed to

be taught, or with any long-ran Plans? Is any type of education

better than no education?

The Cent_al Florida Consortium was brought together to

accomplish the N eds Assessment Proect--a national pilot effort to

**Paper presented at the Convention of
Cblleges, December 9, 1975, Hyatt
E. Phillips, Presiding.

sociation of Community and Juni
Atlanta, Georgia; Dr. Eertert



dot The what educational needs were paramount in the col Il nities.

The Community College Consortium has developed a model that can

be useful to any college concerned with manpower training to meet

the needs for tomo ro 's e onomy. The Needs Assessment Model also

aids two other groups directly concerned with curriculum planning:

the educational decision- aker and th individual that will be

taking the educational program for his future job preparation.,

The model works on the principal that data already being col-

lected on a continuous basis is far superior to the development

of an in- -use (or college data coll , on section), new survey

procedure.

Figure 1 shows the logical flo- or pro ess used in the model.

The flowchart includes blocks which show the modules developed

individually by each of the colleges as subsystems in the Needs

Assessment Model.

odel was developed for the primary area of educational

need--vocational preparation or career training.

As listed at the bottom of the flowchart, there are other

educational need categories to be addressed, each requiring unique

data sources and separate processing procedure in order to measure

or assess the difference between "what is" and "what should be."

That is to say, needs must be categorized into unique groups as

a preliminary step--a ong them general education, adult education,

community interest programs, vocational technical programs, social-

cultural programs, and college transfer programs. Then each category

needs to be analyzed through a needs aessment procedu

9
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The objective of the Needs
Assessment Project has

been to develop a process
which will enable commu-
nity colleges to (1) deter-
mine the present job market
for service areas, (2) from
these data. project future
occupational needs. (3)
establish priorities for these
needs, and (4) relate these
priorities specifically to
educational programs and
make planning decisions
accordingly.

This year the Project has

been primarily concerned
with figures gathered from
the Florida State Employ-
ment Service, as well as
occupational statistics avail
able on a national and re-
gional basis. These stat
have been manipulated in
various ways with the goal
of obtaining the best pos,
sible picture of present
ocupational needs in mem
ber communities. From this
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picture it is planned to pre-
ject the needs of these com-
munities over thc next sev-
eral years. These statistical
manipulations and the con-
ceptual processes under-
lying them constitute the
Needs Assessment Model.

Through the usc of this
model, colleges can now
answer such questions as:
What will thc future job
needs of user areas be?
Which of these needs can
curriculum planning reme-
dy? Which of these needs
represent problems for the
community as a whole but
are not suitable for training
programs in community
colleges?

The Needs Assessment
Model is not, however, one
monolithic set of statistical
procedures, but is a process
which is constantly being
refined and updated to meet
present and future needs of
participating colleges.

(Continued)
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ing vocati

1. Ger

( pioses i Lho development of the lel for

or eareer tq htitil n(!edNo

1 model design.

3 screening of rvai1ih1r informarion.

3 PrOiziy and synthei (= of data co 1lctuc1

4. DeVoiopme. t o -f the detail model proccirIurr -1f3e1 on

findings,

5. selecLion of a prot pc; pilot and test the model.

6. Dovolop tJlcs of most relevant data for curriculum

deolsions, evaluatinq and refinbiq the model.

7 Implement the model proccdurc in all Con ortium colLeges.

Prvjde continuous data on assessed =eels for pLanning.

9. Continue to evaluate ahd refine the needs assessment

model.

The major data source determined as the Rey to job needs assess-

m nt, or career trinirg xieeds, is the State job bank of information

on job openings. Th data items to be studi d w re occupational

clusters, education id experience requirement

delays between job opertings and when they are filled, and the salary

range for occupati nal clusters.

The goal is tO make the model a statewide system useful to

educators, manpower specialists and any planner concerned witli

the supply of trained persons or demand for training services. X

comprehensive job needs a ssessmerit piocess cam be an effective instru-

ment of change within a State college, and community. An information

the amount of time

system of occupational needs will save rniLlions in unnecessary man-

power surveys, while allowing for consistency in planning year after

year for more sucOes ful employment to each work
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assessment of ncecIs in urban 1, or small county
areas js difficult o derive. ossts have been 1 ft aggregated
at the national and state Lev ls, wi_th ari occasional needs survey

for larger metropolitax are as What s tudies do exist use nations 1
and -tate aggreqate bleaking Wern cicwri o mailer re °Es and

commtini_ties , with very litt le research done to aggregate upwards

from. eKistirg de-taiied data or local cotraunity areas.

Connunitiea over 'the centuries have been left to evolve at
their ova rate of speed, ith whatever inba iances develop; de-

pleting wkiate er reooes re availabLe by anyone who has the
whim and support to do s letting siortaes and gaps lay dormant
or e24pard while surpluoes also elpand. wlerk research efforts have
resulted viith worthrwhilct tectIniques to determine occupational lieed

often tile material j_B ohelved or used as ease studies categorized
as " cadervic" rather tilan implemented or deeioped further for
gra tioal applicatiop ti.y planners.

It is higt time tiit a techrii u capable of p e en ing a total
view of manpower Eeeds tiat at the same tinne will be logical and
straighzforward Ior 104a1 pplatiners to ceebe developed. The

data are available for asses simg needs at the local level it
should los used to aggr cate to the state and national level, r the r
than disa gregatirg eeqAoritiL , state, or national data to the local
level.

The Bank does provide ttie d ailod data on local jobs
needs far locaL lanl, end cars be aggregated to the state and
natiorlal le



Project Description

ecucatiorai institutions involved in this study were concern

with offering the nret relevant programs wi in resource limitations. Thus,

dhey wantod a consistent dependabl rntJxxi for recognizing the changing

patterns and needs of the potential students so that workable plans and

rthwhi -6.loaticnal programs could be implemented. Vhat we offer students

today in educational programs can shape the future of tomorrow's economic

balance in the communities.

Tbe purposo of the Needs Assessmen therefore, that the Central

Ilorida Cournanity colleges' Consortiurn embarked upon, Was to provide a

vumprehensive and systematic approact to the collection, processing, analysi

dissemination of the information for better knowledge about the community for

utich educational decisions are being made.

Ccrtaln goals in the devrlopment of the Trudel were paramun

1. Utilize informetion that can be obtained on a cycle,
building a time series, and allowing for historical
trends to build a forecasting pettern.

2. Utilize computerized data if possibletand if the
management information system is reliable and Valid.

him for compatible data across onnmwnities cc =tatty
lines, so that comparisons cam be node and so that
data cam be aggregated for multi-community assessnent.

Utilize information that will show what is resenti

happening, as well as builds historical recorcWfr
trending occupational growthwhichalso shows where
ocoupatirms are not distributing into the pattern of
groath,for eorreane actlal, if desinad.

If multi-data sources provide the same information and
meet the above criteria, then select the source(9) that
shown the most long-range pOtential and validity, and
whicA broadens the nodel's scope as a useful tool at
the State and National levels.

Final Stelpm

though varioesictker data are utilized to refine and enhance the basic

mcdel employer needs for new personnel provide the most relevant data fran

14



a centralized data bank which f n Lions as a record keeper for the

Employment Secu- ty Agency. These data include all job openings that

were listed by local offices. As action is taken on an employer's

job opening, the record is updated to show whether or not thc 3 b was

filled or cancelled after a specified period of time. Over 800 po itions

of information are me-tied per each job request t- -categorize the 3-b

as to its type, salary range, experience required, special skills

desired, indost y in which the job is located, where in the city or

town the job is located, whether the job is part-time or full-time, etc.

The job orders andlysis ii11 not provide data on all need.s in

a given area, but it will definitely give th: T2gaillls_12_9./y_prope

direction in which job needs are moving. It is the best source available

for comparing on a continuous basis one occupational group t- another,

and how openings are distributing into the industries.

Specific variables needed to prod ce the required reports important

to job needs analysis are:

1. The 2-digit Dictionary of Occupational Titles
codes (DOT) which categorizes approximately 100
occupational groups. A bettor set nay be derived and
used if it becomes obvious that a different occupa-
tional cluster system makes the data more useful.

2. The 2-
codes

igit Standard Industrial Classification
SIC) used in the following grouping:

SIC INDUSTRY

01-09 Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries
10-14 Mining
15-17 Contract Construction
19-39 Manufacturing
40-49 Transportation, Communications, Utili
50-59 Wholesale and Retail Trade
60-67 Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
70-09 Service
91-97 Federal, State, and Local Governments



Zip codes or Group Bank to cluster by County.
Analysis will be performed to determine how to
obtain County job information with the least
amount of error.

4 Number of jobs available or openings by occupation.

5. Number of jobs filled or per*ons Aaced by occupatic

Requi e ents of employers for the person wanted
to fill the job in experience.

The
pay

inimum salary which the employer is willing to
he person hired.

Research studies funded at the national level to inform the

U.S. Department of Labor as-to the usefulness of the Job Ord

system continue to show each year inc eases in the use of the c

puterized system and use of the employment service local offices

by employcrs At pre ent, however, there isEtill little use -1 de of

the data fur planning purposes. The data are among our most valuable

research tools.

End Product to be Produce

It important to

employers and job seekers to k o- characteristics of the jobs

avaiaable, jobs filled or left unfilled, and the salary rangi enp Dyers

are willing to pay for the services. Table 1 shows the

layout of one of the reports.

'Table 1: Job Opening Information by Occu ation

CCC UPTT ION

Total
# of Job
D.enincjs

# of Jobs
Filled

#Filled
>$2.50

Net Job
0-enings

Net Jobs
2.50

3.9 Mis Prof., Tech
and Mgr. 215 71 43 144 103

25 Misc. Me etc. 256 109 51 147 25

16
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The following two tables show -he relationship of occupations

to major industry divisions. 'Table 2 sh _s the nunber of r_ported

openings by occupation within indubtry grouliS while Table 3 shows the

number of openings filled.

Table 2: Openings by Occupation Within Ind stry

Occupation

INDUSTR'Y CODE

00-09 10-14 19-17 9-39 40-49 5 9 60-67 70;RD 91-93ToE1

21 Computing
& Acctg.

81 Welding

86 Comstruc-
tion

etc.

18

5

28

1

11

2

46

39

683

.91

72

52

38

4

377

3

41 21

332

13

120

1167

148

230 1182

Table 3; Filled by Occupation Within Industry

INDUSTRY CODE
Occupation
Title 00-09 -14 15-17 19-39 Total

21 Computing
& Acctg. 5 0 30 35 4 70 96 105 50 396

81 Uelding 5 10 15 30 4 3 0 10 1 78

86 Construc-
tion 21 2 426 41 4 31 11 101 133 770

etc.

1 7



Table 4 shoms the ratio of openings filled to total openin s

by occupation -ithin indu tries.

Table 4: Ratio of Openings Filled to Total Opening
by Occupation Within Industry

INDUSTRY CODE
0 10-14 15-17 9-

Cccupa_ion RFPF RF RF

*R- Received
F Filled in %

40-49 5 A 60-67 70- 91-97 Tbtal.RP PF RF RFPFRF
21 Computing

& Aocbg. 18 28% 1167 25%

81 Welding 5 100% etc. 148 86%

86 Construc-
tion 75% 1182 78%

etc. e c.

Also i-portan_ educational planners for vocational training

and to job seekers is the amount of experience employers are seeking

from workers. Table 5 shows the print...out layout and the for

to show the inforuation.

Table 5: Average Experience by Occupation

t used

Occupation
Average Experience
Required, in Months

Positions
Open

07: Nedieine and
Realth

21: Computing and
Accounting

etc. .

11.535

13.066

131

136
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The salary is a very importan indicator as _o the priority of

needs because it indicates whether or not the supply is forcIng sala ies

up or do n aS we look at tte data month by no_th. Sala_y information

can give us indications as to occupational shortages when compared

with other data. It can also help education planners to decide

whether or not t-- sal' y merits opening a program to tra n wor

Table 6: Average Mini Sal ry by Dceti tion

Occupation Average Minimum Salary
Per Hour

Positions
Open

20 Steno., Typing 2.36 198

33 Cosm tolow & Barb. 2.40 30

81 Welding 3.82 228

Etc.

Entry level experience is very import nt for knoving what employers

are s eking and what training can be given to offset experience requireme0

The number of entry level ope ings will also be useful when compared

with salary information to see how many entry level jobs become availa le

on a monthly basis as well as the number of entry level openings that

will pay more than $2.50 per-hour.

Table 7: Entry Level Experience Whore Pay i $2.50
Per Hour by Occupation

Occupation
Entry Level Experience

of Op nings
Openings $2.50
With Entry Level

20 Steno., Typing

.33,Cosmfttology & Barb.
81 W0104.11g,

30
228



_The Analysis Stage

A sample of the various types of tables that can be produced were shown

in the prior section. It is no small task to keep the tables of data updat

although ncxi that the computer roqrams are completely tested and debugged the

maintenance and continual refinement of the model is relatively straight-forward

and quickly done.

Hcwever, the key in terms of educational decision-rri3kthg, or for that

matter, any area of planning concerned with the future of manpowe , is the

analysis stage. The tables must be related to the organization. The data

mus6_ be translated into understandable terms for the planning decisions. It

is one thing to kn what the ten (10) top priority 'ob areas are; but how

y relate to the 9 esent efforts and training in a given institution must-

also be studied. Some of the -st useful tables In reaching decisions about

curriculum planning are shown in the following illustrations.

Table 8: A, Ccmposite Weighted View to Prioritize
Job NeedsSynthesiztrig Salary Range, Education,
Experience Desired, and Time jobs Remain

CCCUPAT1CN # Unfilled Jobs Priority Weight on Sc

Auto Mechanics

Welding

Horticulture &
Plant Farming

Computer Services

Mid-Management

etc.

54

143

36

115

81

29.331

27.662

26.113

23.002

22.665

major

le helps to aggregate or simulate the factors selected as

s in measuring job needs, at a glance and in priority--not by

occupation code, but by ce based on the scale.



Table 9 requires consider
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le analysis, as well as coordination with

the educational organization since oftentimes the narrative describing what

transpires within a curriculum program is not consistent with what actually

happens. This table provides en exmple of how curriculum programs

matched or related with occupational classifications.

-e

Table 9: Curriculum

CURRICULUM PRCGPAMS

01.0700

14.0100

07.0000

14.0700

etc.

Forestry

Acctg.

Health

Steno,Clerical

Title

OCCUPATION

Title(

62 Forestry

21 Comp.& Acctg.

07 Med. & Health

ms Related to Job Needs

# Student

Presently Enrolled Availab e

36

131

94

ig aIgliqcR1SFTyping 65

# Jobs

20

156

35

113

It is also important to show what occupation clusters do not presently

have curriculum programs offered to ret those needs or those job groups

that are"u tched" or "unrelated" to the present programs, as well as what

programs are being taught that do not show in the job clusters as needs in

the community assessed. Then, if a course is being of fered,or a program,

that serves a larger service area than the target 'group generally being

assessed in the ncdel, data must he collected from the relevant target area

in order to measure the amount of change in "need". For example a health

program could be taught at a given community college for all related health

needs for the State, rather than for the counties or communities generally

serviced in the other curriculum programs, in which case the related health

needs must he assessed for the State.

There are two other forms of analysis important in the model: The cost/

benefit in terms of the college and the cost/benefit in terms of the community;

21



and how the present eduoa_ional needs asses 5nt relates to the future--

Id-let does the career situation look like for taTorrcw. Table 10 shows

one type of table that can be developed for a t/benefit analys s in

tenms of the eammunity,based on the calculati of present enrollment

times the present average salary/hour, and number of net jobs (or unfilled

jobs) times the _ lary/heur.

Table 10: Occupational Needs andi,Dollar
Impact as Indicated bY Difference
Between Enrollment and Net Jobs

Curt-. Dec.
Prog. - Code

Average Present
Salary Enrollment

Per
Economic et
At P

1 of
Net Jobs

Per r. -
li

nomic Impac
f Met

Table 11 provides the final sample of n analytical table. This table

must be updated at given intervals in order to keep projections in line with

changing assumptions and changing job patterns as the economy shifts. Various

options can be utilized to develop tables to forecast future educational

needs, and since the future always has alternatives, the forecasts should

also consider the alternatives, thus implying a range to a projected job

needbased on economic-social constraints ,

Table 11: Projected s Through 1980

Job Title
Present

Unfilled Cpenings
Nest Year's
Openings

Unfilled Openings
Through 1980

Welding 143 536

Food Services 156 1048

Mid-Mgt. 81 367, 22
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Conclusion

The Needs Asi sweat Mcdel is a planning tool that can provide data

never before available to local planne s, as well as to distri ts,

regions, and statec, The procedures of the j_b analysis model will

be useful for statewide planning through reaatively straight-forward

steps. The techniques are innovative, ditect, inexpe sive, and will

quire minimal amounts of time by r-searob analysts after the model.

has been completed and validated.

The model focuses on the gleaning

from the best sour-es available within e-

ently collec ed data

community. The nucleus

of the model develops ar und a single source that of Job Bank data --

with the underlying principle that a single Source -ill be more accepted

and adopted into planning offices. As the model is updated and its

efficacy is evaluated, provisions can readily be made for the addition

of recommended subsysteMs to the basic_ plan, if sufficient personnel

within user organizations are a signed to the planning fun tion.. The

model can be used to build a logical steppillg-stone pro dur is

believed that the smallest educational institution or manpewer planning

office could use the model to project the loaal community's n eds.

Useful data result from this model process that focus on _the

g needs of the community from an employment perspecive.

Questions can be answered such as: What are the 3 b needs and theit

asso 'ated training requirements? Do we want this trend_, we see

occurring to continue within our j_b-Mix? Are there major shorta es

and gaps among jobs in our communities? hr e our educational programs

meeting the needs for special skills? What will the econon c balance

be in our community if this trend continue

2 3



The ass-ssment of ca -uni y ieds Anest.-be al im gral part -f

Statewide planning and local community planning. If we do not, then

imbalances will continue our children in small cor1bflniti5 vill be-

left with no choice eecept to commute to the bi( ciy f r wor1 or

migrate completely out of the area, the stabiliinçi balances within t e

c_mmunity will shift and ma y rural areas
. ill Lecom e ghost towns,

inner cities will deteriorate with inore push into the suburbs sil

needs ca--ot be met uithin-theeh 1, and a restlessri Wi 11 iMipict

Comniunity ae surplus workers move into unemployment and workers

shortage. categories find no time for leisure.

There is growing recognition that the ex emele rapid pace of

social and technological change means that the world. ,of tomorrow in

which today's students will be working is going to be vastly different

from the world of yesterday that schoals and colleges have traditionally

st _ssed. And why are students in our educational ieOtitutions? The

answer that seems relevant To prepare themseive$ for the future.

And how do we prepare them for the futur-? By plann1.0g curriculum

based on fut-re community needs.

The key is that wha we do and e plan today termines what

will happen tomorrow. We can either build imbalanc $ through our

training programs, creating over-supplies here and PhOrtages there,

or build b-lance through our program options. Thusp the model process is

developed with the aim of reducing imbalances between Manpower required

and labor market supply, enhancing the earning power Of a person through

training options, and providing data on changing need0 in the community.

It-is the hope that.you have gained sufficient knOW:kedge about the

-procedures involved in Needs Assessment so that your orga ization can

benefit from the Fl ride pilot model.


